This paper deals with classical solutions u(x, t) of some initial boundary value problems involving the quasilinear parabolic equation 
INTRODUCTION
Using a maximum principle approach Payne and Philippin [8] derived pointwise decay bounds for solutions of some initial boundary value problems involving the parabolic differential equation Au +f(u)= ut, x E 9t, > 0, where ft is a bounded convex domain in 1Ru. This paper deals with classical solutions u(x, t) of some initial boundary value problems involving the quasilinear parabolic equation g(k(t)lVul2)Au +f(u) -u,, x 2, > 0, where f, g, k are given functions. In Section 2 we consider the case of one space variable x E (-L, L). Under (2) where c is an arbitrary nonnegative parameter.
When f is zero and k is an exponential function we compute in Section 3.1 a critical value c0 that depends on the boundary conditions and on g in such a way that for 0 _< c < c0, takes its maximum value initially. This fact leads to explicit exponential decay bounds for u] and ]Ux].
When f is not zero and k 1, we show under certain assumptions that if the initial data u(x, 0) is nonnegative and small enough in some sense that will be made precise in Section 3.2, the solution u(x, t) cannot blow up in finite time. Depending onfwe then determine c < c0 such that for 0 _< c < c, takes its maximum value initially. This leads again to explicit exponential decay bounds for u(>_ 0) and ]u].
In Section 4, the results of Sections 2 and 3.1 are extended in u in the case of the parabolic equation g(k(t)lul2)/ku-ut, x Q, > 0. We refer to [9] for a similar investigation involving the parabolic equation (g(lul2)7u)-ut, x , > O.
For maximum principle results related to parabolic partial differential equations we refer to [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . 2 
MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR (X, t)
In this section we establish the following result.
THEOP, EM
Let u(x, t) be the solution of the initial boundary value problem 2 g(kux)Uxx +f(u) ut, x E (-L,L), E (0, T), 
Assume that the given functions g C2, k C are strictly positive and satisfy the inequality
and that the given function f E C satisfies the inequality sf(s) 2F(s) >_ 0, s . (10) We then conclude that b takes its maximum value either at an interior critical point (2, {) 
Combining (13) and (14) (f+ au).
Inserting (16) into (15) we obtain the parabolic differential inequality
where the last inequality in (17) follows from (9) and (10) . In (17), c(x, t) is regular throughout (-L, L) (0, T). It then follows from Nirenberg's maximum principle [6, 10] 
which is impossible in view of (4) 
which solves (3) only if we have
To conclude this section we note that Theorem remains true even if we replace (4)1 by any one of the following pairs of boundary conditions:
Moreover if both inequalities (9) and (10) (11) We note that the realization of (ii) in (11) 
we have dfC fc 
i.e. the zero mean value property of u(x, t) is inherited from the zero mean value property of the initial data if we have the boundary
We conclude from the above investigation that, for 0 <_ a <_ ao, the first possibility (i) in (11) [1, 3] . However if blow-up does occur at t*, then u(x, t) will exist on the time interval (0, t*).
We want to establish conditions involving the data sufficient to prevent blow-up of u(x, t) and even sufficient to guarantee its exponential decay. To this end we first establish the following comparison 
where u2 has been defined in (28). We then have thefollowing bounds for u(x, t):
We note that condition (52) implies condition (10) and the fact that the ratio f(s)/s is a nondecreasing function of s.
The lower bound in (55) follows from Nirenberg's and Friedman's maximum principles [3, 6, 10] . To establish the upper bound in (55) we introduce an auxiliary function v(x, t) defined as u(x, t) v(x, t)e "t,
where the above inequality results from the definition of # together with the monotonicity of f(s)/s. The auxiliary function v(x, t) then
Moreover v(x, t) satisfies the same boundary conditions (4) as u(x, t). Let w(x, t) satisfy 
and we conclude that maxf(U(x, 7-)) <f(U)< co, following decay bound for uZand u x.
(valid for all time > O) with
Before proving Theorem 4 we show that the realization of (i) in (11) with c--c implies the inequality f(UM) _> oe0 o1. (8) where u is defined in (28). Evaluated at t-, we obtain
Using the generalized mean value theorem and the monotonicity of f(s)/s we may rewrite the last term in (82) as follows: 
from which we obtain using the monotonicity of f(s)/s and assumption (77) 
u(x,t)=0, xE0f, tE(0, T),
where g and k are given positive functions, g C2, k C1. Let I,(x, t) be deft'ned on u(x, t) by
)e2t
In (97), a is an arbitrary nonnegative parameter, and is a constant to be chosen in (0, 1) as indicated below. We distinguish two cases.
If g'(cr) >_ O, we assume
and we assume that two constants A > 0 and (0, 1) can be determined 
and we assume that (0, 1) can be determined such that 
We then conclude that ,I:,(x, t) takes its maximum value either at an interior critical point (, ) of u, or initially. In other words we have (x, t) < max { (' ) max (x, 0)
with Vu(, -) 0 (i),
(ii).
We note the presence of a factor/3 in the decay exponent of (x, t).
This factor makes Theorem 5 less sharp than Theorem corresponding to the one-dimensional case.
The existence of a classical solution of (94)- (96) will not be investigated in this paper. We refer to [1, 5] for such existence results.
For the proof of Theorem 5 we proceed in two steps. We first construct a parabolic inequality of the following type:
where the vector field c(x, t) is regular throughout f x (0, T). 
derived in [7] . Combining [6, 10] As a first example consider g(0-):=(1 +0") 1/2. Since g'(0")-1/2(1 + 0")-1/2 _> 0, we have to determine the (greatest)/3 E (0, 1) such that (100) is satisfied, i.e. such that A(A,N,/3) < 2, where A is defined in (101). This condition is satisfied only for N < 4. We are then led to /3= 2 x/-> 0 ifN=2 or N--3.
As a second example, consider g(0")'=(1 +0")-, O<_e<E'--min{1/2, 1/(N-1)}. Since g'--e(1 +0-)-1-< 0, we have to determine the (greatest)/3 E (0, 1) such that (103) and (104) are both satisfied. This will be the case for/3--e.
We refer to [9] for similar results involving solutions of the parabolic differential equation
(g(lVul2)u,i),i u,t.
(134)
